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Evaporation adds moisture to the atmosphere, while condensation removes it.
Condensation also adds thermal energy to the atmosphere, which must be removed
from the atmosphere by radiative cooling. As a result of these two processes, there
is a net flow of energy driven by surface evaporation adding energy and radiative
cooling removing energy from the atmosphere. Here, we calculate the implied heat
transport of this process to find the atmospheric heat transport in balance with the
surface evaporation. In modern-day Earth-like climates, evaporation varies strongly
between the equator and the poles, while the net radiative cooling in the atmosphere
is nearly meridionally uniform, and as a consequence, the heat transport governed
by evaporation is similar to the total poleward heat transport of the atmosphere. This
analysis is free from cancellations between moist and dry static energy transports, which
greatly simplifies the interpretation of atmospheric heat transport and its relationship
to the diabatic heating and cooling that governs the atmospheric heat transport.
We further demonstrate, using a hierarchy of models, that much of the response of
atmospheric heat transport to perturbations, including increasing CO2 concentrations,
can be understood from the distribution of evaporation changes. These findings suggest
that meridional gradients in surface evaporation govern atmospheric heat transport and
its changes.

water cycle | heat transport | climate dynamics | evaporation | precipitation

The transport of heat through the atmosphere regulates Earth’s climate by reducing the
equator to pole temperature gradient (1). Fundamentally, this transport exists to balance
an energy input to the atmosphere at the equator with an energy loss at the poles (2).
In steady state, this connection can be used to calculate the northward meridional heat
transport by the atmosphere (AHT) at a given latitude (θ ) needed to balance the net
energy input into the atmospheric column, QTOTAL, spatially integrated southward of
that latitude (3):

AHTTOTAL(θ) = 2πa2
∫ θ

−π/2
QTOTAL cos θ ′dθ ′, [1]

where QTOTAL is the difference between the net radiation at the top of the atmosphere
(TOA) and the total (radiative plus turbulent) energy flux at the surface. In other words,
a positive AHT(θ) implies that there is a net gain of atmospheric energy south of that
latitude, and the AHTTOTAL reflects the northward flow of energy needed to balance the
net loss of energy north of that latitude (southward for negative AHT).

AHTTOTAL also represents the vertically integrated poleward transport of moist static
energy, MSE = Lvq + DSE, where Lv is the latent heat of vaporization, q is the specific
humidity, and DSE is the dry static energy, which is the sum of the thermal and
gravitational potential energy DSE = h + φ, where h is the enthalpy, and φ is the
geopotential function. AHTTOTAL is frequently separated into a moist component
(AHTMOIST) associated with the vertically and zonally integrated transport of q and
a dry component (AHTDRY) associated with DSE transport:

AHT(θ) = AHTMOIST(θ) + AHTDRY(θ), [2]

which are each calculated analogously to Eq. 1, but using processes that add and
remove water vapor to the atmosphere (for QMOIST) and processes that heat or cool
the atmospheric column (for QDRY).
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Fig. 1. The column-integrated atmospheric heating ratesQ (A, C , and E) and the implied heat transports AHTTOTAL defined by Eq. 5 (B, D, and E) for the standard
moist and dry decomposition defined by Eq. 2 (A and B), the decomposition of the DSE defined by Eq. 4 (C and D), and the decomposition of MSE defined by
Eq. 6 (E and F ).

AHTTOTAL, AHTMOIST, and AHTDRY , evaluated from
QDRY and QMOIST in the ERA5 reanalysis dataset (4), are
shown in Fig. 1. The global mean of QMOIST and QDRY are
physically constrained to be zero in equilibrium to satisfy separate
atmospheric moisture and energy budgets, which is part of the
motivation for dividing QTOTAL into QMOIST and QDRY .*

QTOTAL (black line in Fig. 1 A and E) is broadly positive over
the tropics and subtropics where the atmosphere gains energy
through large turbulent fluxes from the surface (red and green
lines in Fig. 1E) and broadly negative over the midlatitudes

* In general, reanalysis products do not satisfy these budgets; therefore, here we remove
the global means of QMOIST and QDRY separately to enforce these constraints, Materials
and Methods for details.

and poles where radiative cooling (orange line in Fig. 1E)
dominates. There is substantially more meridional structure in
QMOIST and QDRY separately. QMOIST (blue line in Fig. 1A)
is the difference between evaporation (green line in Fig. 1E)
and precipitation (purple line in Fig. 1C ). The dynamics of
the atmosphere diverge water vapor from the subtropics where
evaporation is larger than precipitation (QMOIST is positive) and
supply the moisture needed to the tropics and extratropics to
sustain greater precipitation than evaporation. In the tropics,
the dynamical transport is largely accomplished by the Hadley
cell, while in the extratropics, a complex mix of stationary and
transient eddies move water vapor poleward (5, 6). QDRY (gray
line in Fig. 1 A and C ) is strongly positive in the tropics, near
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zero or slightly positive in the midlatitude storm tracks because
of strong condensation (equivalent to the purple line in Fig. 1C ),
and negative in the subtropics and extratropics where the radiative
processes cool the atmosphere more strongly (orange line in
Fig. 1C ) (2) than condensation. These processes will be discussed
more quantitatively in the next section.

Whereas AHTTOTAL is a smoothly varying function of
latitude, representing a seamless energy transport from the
equator to the pole (7, 8), AHTMOIST and AHTDRY have
strong, compensating latitudinal variations. In the tropics, an
equatorward AHTMOIST in the lower branch of the Hadley
cell is counteracted by a larger magnitude poleward AHTDRY
in the upper branch of the Hadley cell. In the midlatitudes,
there is complementary poleward AHTMOIST and AHTDRY of
comparable magnitude by the midlatitude eddies. In the polar
latitudes, AHTMOIST nearly vanishes. The spatial structures of
QMOIST and QDRY are imprinted on AHTMOIST and AHTDRY ,
most notably in the tropics where strong precipitation creates
a deficit in QMOIST, which causes AHTMOIST to switch sign.
How the AHTMOIST and AHTDRY interact to sum to a smooth
function of latitude, in both the climatology and in perturbations
under climate forcing, is a primary focus of this paper.

Numerous studies have sought to understand the partitioning
of AHTTOTAL into AHTMOIST and AHTDRY in observations,
e.g., refs. 8–11, idealized circulation models, e.g., refs. 12–15,
and realistic global climate models, e.g., refs. 16–18, as well
for the response of each to global climate change, e.g., refs.
3, 19, and 20 and solar climate forcing, e.g., refs. 21, 22.
However, this understanding is complicated by the strong
compensations in latitudinal variations between AHTMOIST and
AHTDRY (Fig. 1B). In the next section, we demonstrate how
this compensation arises from condensation of water vapor,
which removes latent energy and adds thermal thermal energy
in equal and opposite amounts, creating opposite responses in
AHTMOIST and AHTDRY . Furthermore, we will show that
these compensating components can be combined into a single
component using the distribution of evaporation at the surface,
and which is nearly equal to the total AHT. This analysis suggests
that the meridional gradients of evaporation play a primary role in
governing AHT—a hypothesis that we explore in the remainder
of the paper using a hierarchy of climate model simulations.

Isolating the Atmospheric Heat Transport
Governed by Evaporation

To understand the connections between AHTMOIST and
AHTDRY , we decompose QMOIST and QDRY into different
physical processes:

AHTMOIST(θ) = 2πa2
∫ θ

−π/2
Lv(E − P)︸ ︷︷ ︸

QMOIST

cos θ ′dθ ′, [3]

where E is the evaporation and P is the precipitation, and

AHTDRY(θ)

= 2πa2
∫ θ

−π/2

QCOND︷︸︸︷
LvP +QSENS + QRAD︸ ︷︷ ︸

QDRY

 cos θ ′dθ ′, [4]

where QSENS is the sensible flux from the surface, andQRAD is the
difference between the top of atmosphere and surface radiative
fluxes, e.g., refs. 10 and 23. We note that QRAD is the radiation

absorbed only in the atmospheric column, which is distinct from
the radiation at the top of the atmosphere (shown separately in SI
Appendix, Fig. S1). In Eq. 4, we equate condensational heating
of the atmospheric column, QCOND, with the latent heat of
falling precipitation, which enables us to evaluate AHTDRY from
two-dimensional inputs.

Precipitation occurs in the equations for both the AHTMOIST
(Eq. 3) and AHTDRY (Eq. 4) with opposing signs. Physically,
this occurs because condensation removes water vapor, creating
precipitation and reducing AHTMOIST, and also adds thermal
energy to the atmosphere, increasing DSE and AHTDRY . In this
sense, the precipitation facilitates a hand-off from AHTMOIST
to AHTDRY , while leaving AHTTOTAL the same. This hand-
off looks different in the tropics and the extratropics; in the
tropics, it occurs between the upper and lower branches of
the Hadley cell which move in opposite directions (8), whereas
in the extratropics, it occurs in the eddying circulation, so the
transport is in the same direction (5, 6).

In order to isolate the effect of precipitation on AHTDRY , we
separate the physical processes on the right-hand side of Eq. 4
and find an implied heat transport for each. For the atmosphere
to be in steady state, the global mean of QTOTAL must be zero
(otherwise the atmosphere would be gaining or losing energy),
which implies that AHTTOTAL depends only on gradients in
QTOTAL. The implied heat transport for any given physical
process can be found by first removing the global mean and then
integrating the meridional anomalies. For example, we define the
implied AHTTOTAL of precipitation (AHTLvP ) as

AHTLvP(θ) ≡ 2πa2
∫ θ

−π/2
LvP∗ cos θ ′dθ ′, [5]

where (·)∗ indicates the anomalies from a global average. The
implied transports for surface sensible heat flux (AHTSENS) and
radiative heating of the atmospheric column (AHTRAD) are
calculated by replacing LvP∗ with Q∗SENS and Q∗RAD, respectively,
in Eq. 5. Eq. 5 implies that it is the processes with the largest
meridional gradients, and not the largest global means, that
contribute the most to AHT.

Removal of the global mean from each term constrains the
implied AHT of each energetic process to equal zero at both
poles. Physically, for a process which is not zero in steady state,
removing a global mean is equivalent to balancing that term
with a globally uniform term of the opposite sign. For example,
in the case of precipitation, LvP∗ is the meridional gradient
created by balancing the condensational heating with a globally
uniform cooling; the implied AHT is the heat transport needed
to redistribute the heat produced by regions with a surplus of
condensation (LvP∗ is positive) to regions with a deficit (LvP∗ is
negative).

The physical processes that make up QDRY are shown
in Fig. 1C . The dominant global mean balance is between
atmospheric warming by LvP and atmospheric cooling by QRAD.
However, LvP has much larger spatial gradients than either QRAD
or QSENS. As a consequence of Eq. 5, AHTDRY is dominated
by AHTLvP , especially in the northern hemisphere. In other
words, the largest component of AHTDRY is the redistribution
of DSE needed to balance the excess condensational heating in
the tropics which is associated with intense tropical precipitation.
Thus, despite the fact that AHTDRY is a transport of dry air, it is
largely determined by moist atmospheric processes which control
condensational heating.

Since AHTLvP is such a large component of AHTDRY , it is
useful to combine it with AHTMOIST and calculate a net heat
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transport associated with evaporation. This can be done by adding
Eqs. 3 and 4 to calculate AHTTOTAL in a new way:

AHTTOTAL

= 2πa2
∫ θ

−π/2

LvE + QSENS + QRAD︸ ︷︷ ︸
QTOTAL

 cos θ ′dθ ′. [6]

In this recasting of AHTTOTAL, the term LvE represents the
implied heat transport due to evaporation (AHTLvE ), which
can be calculated analogously to AHTLvP . A key feature of
AHTLvE is that it isolates the heat transport from evaporation
from AHTSENS and AHTRAD, which appear in AHTDRY and
AHTTOTAL. Since the gradients of LvE are much larger than
the gradients in QSENS and QRAD, AHTLvE is much larger than
AHTSENS and AHTRAD (Fig. 1 E and F ).

Since E = (E − P) + P, AHTLvE = AHTMOIST + AHTLvP .
In other words, AHTLvE combines two different physical types
of heat transport; AHTMOIST is a transport of water vapor in
the atmosphere, while AHTLvP is a transport of heat created
by condensation by dry air. The conversion between the two
components is determined by the location of condensation
(precipitation), which converts latent energy to DSE, and
hence converts AHTMOIST to AHTLvP . Since both components
involved in this conversion are included in the MSE budget,
condensation plays no role in AHTTOTAL (24) and does not
appear in Eq. 6. Physically, this can be rationalized by comparing
the moist processes in Eqs. 3, 4, and 6. Evaporation adds moisture
and MSE to the atmosphere, and precipitation (condensation)
removes moisture and adds a compensating amount of DSE
to the atmosphere. Therefore, the distribution of evaporation
determines where MSE is added to the atmosphere and thus
AHTLvE and AHTTOTAL, whereas the distribution of precipi-
tation (condensation) determines how the AHT is partitioned
between AHTMOIST and AHTLvP .

Comparing Fig. 1F and Fig. 1B, the complex latitudinal
interplay between AHTMOIST and AHTDRY has been replaced
by the smooth AHTLvE , explaining why AHTTOTAL varies
smoothly (c.f. the green line representing AHTLvE and the black
line representing AHTTOTAL in Fig. 1F ). This simpler picture
emerges because the compensating effects of precipitation on
AHTMOIST Eq. 3 and AHTDRY Eq. 4 have been removed in
Eq. 6. Note that the nature of how the compensation takes place
is irrelevant; the compensation in the tropics composed of two
countermoving transports and the compensation in the poleward
eddying circulation have both been removed. This is because the
compensation is related to a fundamental energetic relationship
and not dependent on the nature of the circulation.

This perspective explains the compensation of AHTMOIST and
AHTDRY in the tropics. Near the equator, the surface branch
of the Hadley cell creates a large equatorward AHTMOIST, but
the condensation in the upward branch creates a large poleward
AHTLvP , which nearly compensates AHTMOIST leaving a rela-
tively small AHTTOTAL. The small AHTTOTAL can be seen to
result from relatively small meridional gradients in evaporation
in the deep tropics. The importance of AHTLvE explains
why AHTTOTAL in the Hadley cycle is strongly affected by
evaporation (25), while changing atmospheric moisture content
creates compensating changes in AHTMOIST and AHTDRY (13).
At the edge of the Hadley cell, the redistribution of DSE to
balance tropical latent heating is accomplished through a complex
mixture of mean and eddy transport (8, 18), but ultimately

exists to move the heat produced by the condensation further
poleward.

In the mid-latitudes, the sharp transition between AHTMOIST
and AHTDRY is caused by a similar compensation near the
storm tracks where strong condensation heating occurs (2).
Since condensation does not change AHTLvE, it does not
show the same sharp transition. Additionally, while AHTMOIST
is near zero at polar latitudes—due to the limited capacity
of the atmosphere to hold water vapor at low temperature
(19)—AHTLvE has relatively large values near the poles. This
result indicates that a substantial portion of the meridional
pattern of atmospheric heating governing AHTDRY comes from
condensational heating, even at polar latitudes far away from
regions of strong condensational heating (26).

In summary, we have decomposed AHTTOTAL into transports
implied by key physical processes that add and remove energy
from the atmospheric column. Instead of the usual dry and
moist decomposition, the decomposition used here demonstrates
that AHTTOTAL is primarily in balance with the meridional
gradient in evaporation. Normally, gradients in evaporation are
not associated with the total heat flux. This is because the heat
transport implied by the gradients in evaporation includes both
a direct transport of moisture (AHTLvE ) and a transport of DSE
(AHTDRY), which compensate each other. Since evaporation
is largely controlled by the Clausius–Clapeyron relation (27),
it is much larger in the tropics than at the poles, and thus,
there is a large equator-to-pole gradient in evaporation (28). The
importance of AHTLvE to AHTTOTAL suggests that AHTTOTAL
exists, in large part, to balance the meridional gradient of
evaporation.

Model Evidence Demonstrates a Causal Link
Between Evaporation and Atmospheric Heat
Transport

Through the arguments above, the strong similarity between
AHTLvE and AHTTOTAL suggests that the meridional distribu-
tion of evaporation is causally linked to the total atmospheric
heat transport. In this section, we use multiple lines of evidence
to show that this is the case: first, by tracking the heat added to
the atmosphere using passive tracers; second, by showing that
changes in surface boundary condition (distribution of land
and ocean heat transport) are coupled to the AHT through
changes in evaporation; third, by showing that the reductions in
evaporation (either by changing the surface flux parameterization
or by covering the surface with sea ice) lead to decreases in
AHT; and fourth, by showing that in response to increased
CO2, AHT increases through an increase in evaporation. In all
cases, changes in the meridional gradient in surface evaporation
provide an accurate prediction for changes in AHTTOTAL. Taken
together, these experiments demonstrate that changes to surface
evaporation result in changes to AHT and that understanding the
distribution of surface evaporation is critical to understanding
AHT.

A. Passive Tracer Transport Follows the Energy Added by
Evaporation. Following the methods of ref. 26, we include
“heat tags” in a simplified atmospheric aquaplanet model† by
adding a passive tracer whenever condensation takes place and
removing this tracer wherever cooling takes place. This allows
us to track how the DSE generated by condensation at each

†The ISCA model (29), using a gray radiation scheme with parameterized water vapor
window; see Materials and Methods for further details.
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A B

C D

Fig. 2. Implied heat transports for the Aquaplanet (A and C) and the NorthwestLand experiment (B and D), showing the moist, dry decomposition and AHTLv P
(A and B) and the MSE decomposition (C and D).

latitude is transported (or dissipated radiatively) and calculate
an independent estimate of AHTLvP (dashed purple line in Fig.
2A). Similarly, we independently diagnose AHTMOIST from the
vertical and zonal integral of the product of meridional winds and
Lvq (dashed blue line in Fig. 2A). These “tagging” and dynamics-
based calculations of AHTLvP and AHTMOIST, respectively, can
be combined to form an independent calculation of AHTLvE ,
which is shown in the dashed green line of Fig. 2C .

The implied heat transports calculated from Eq. 5 applied to
the aquaplanet model output fields (evaporation and precipita-
tion) are shown by solid lines alongside the “tagged” transports
in Fig. 2 A and C . There is good agreement between the
two independent calculations of the implied heat transports
resulting from each energetic process. This result indicates that
our method of calculating the implied AHT needed to balance
the meridional energy imbalances into the atmosphere matches
the dynamically calculated heat transport, which allows us to
interpret the implied transports as the actual heat transports.
Also, the heat tags demonstrate that the majority of AHT can be
directly traced to evaporation, with a significant DSE component
that comes from condensation. Importantly, because heat tags are
computationally demanding, the implied AHT method allows us
to diagnose the heat transport components from standard surface
and TOA fluxes. This also allows us to extend our analysis to
models which do not include these tagged tracers, as well as to
observations.

We hypothesize that the reason our implied flux method
matches the heat tagging method so well is that the dominant

energy balance in the atmosphere is between a term with
strong meridional gradients (evaporation) and a term with weak
meridional gradients (radiation). In AHTLvE , we have removed
the global mean, effectively balancing the evaporation with a
globally uniform cooling; however, this is similar to the actual
radiation term, so the implied heat transport will be similar to
the heat tag calculation which uses the actual distribution of
atmospheric cooling. This balance is similar in both the idealized
model and reanalysis, providing evidence that our interpretation
of the implied reanalysis heat transport as the actual heat transport
is well justified.

B. The Response of the Atmospheric Heat Transport to
Different Surface Boundary Conditions Is Mediated through
Evaporation. A key difference between the idealized model and
the reanalysis data is the nature of the interhemispheric transport.
The idealized model is hemispherically symmetric, and there is
strong compensation between AHTSENS and AHTRAD. In the
reanalysis data, there is southward AHTTOTAL at the equator,
with a northward AHTLvE opposed by southward AHTSENS and
AHTRAD.

To examine the role of evaporation in creating the hemispheric
asymmetry, we consider the “NorthwestLand” model,‡ which
has a landmass in the northern hemisphere. Simply adding this
landmass—without the inclusion of clouds, poleward ocean heat

‡Originally reported on in ref. 31; Materials and Methods for further details. The model
climatology is shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S2.
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transport (OHT), or sea ice—creates a hemispheric asymmetry
with a northward AHTLvE opposed by southward AHTSENS
and AHTRAD (Fig. 2D). Similar to ERA5 at the equator, the
Northwestland model has a northward AHTTOTAL due to the
lack of ocean heat transport, which is thought to create southward
AHTTOTAL at the equator in nature (32). Over the land, the
limited water availability decreases LvE , so the larger ocean
surface in the southern hemisphere causes a northward AHTLvE
across the equator. The QSENS and QRAD over land are more
positive, so there are compensating AHTSENS and AHTRAD
southward at the equator.

We further demonstrate this point by recalculating AHTLvE ,
AHTSENS and AHTRAD for a modified set of fluxes created
by replacing the surface fluxes over land with the ocean mean
of surface fluxes at the same latitude (SI Appendix, Fig. S3
A–C ). This removes almost all of the hemispheric asymmetry,
demonstrating that the majority of the interhemispheric heat
transport is caused by differences in QTOTAL above land and
ocean, and not to differences in mean climate (e.g., difference
in temperature or winds) between the two hemispheres. This
approach can be applied to the ERA5 reanalysis (SI Appendix,
Fig. S3 D–F ), which shows remarkably consistent results with
the idealized model, emphasizing the role that the distribution of
land plays in causing the hemispheric asymmetry.

We next investigate the effects of OHT, which substantially
modifies the climate (33, 34), and AHT (15, 34), since AHT
and OHT compensate each other. This is because while the
total heat transport is driven by the top of atmosphere radiation,
the partitioning between the OHT and AHT is set by the
surface energy balance (10, 18). Thus, changing the OHT
will result in changes to the surface fluxes and thus change
the AHT (34). Of particular interest in this study is the role
of the wind-driven subtropical ocean cells, which partition
the total poleward heat transport between the atmosphere
and ocean in the tropics (35–38) where evaporation is the
strongest.

To investigate how the AHT is coupled to OHT, we introduce
a poleward OHT in the subtropics (mimicking that of the wind-
driven subtropical cells) of the slab ocean aquaplanet model,
accomplished by adding a prescribed pattern of ocean heating
and cooling. In response to this OHT, poleward AHTTOTAL
decreases, accomplished by compensating decreases in tropical
AHTMOIST and AHTDRY (Fig. 3A). Again, calculating AHTLvE
removes the compensation between AHTMOIST and AHTDRY ;
the change in AHTTOTAL is almost exactly equal to AHTLvE
(Fig. 3C ). In physical terms, the increase in OHT is commu-
nicated to the atmosphere through reduction in subtropical
evaporation, which reduces the amount of energy for the
atmosphere to transport poleward.

C. Reducing Evaporation Reduces Atmospheric Heat Transport.
To further evaluate the role evaporation plays in governing
atmospheric heat transport, we next perform an experiment in
which we divide the coefficient controlling the magnitude of
surface evaporation in half. The tropics cool in this simulation due
to atmospheric drying; the drier atmosphere is more longwave
transparent (due to parameterized water vapor feedback included
in the gray radiation model), and this allows longwave radiation
to efficiently be emitted to space (a cooling tendency). Global
mean evaporation is reduced by only 30.% (SI Appendix, Fig. S4)
because of changes in the air–sea temperature gradient, which
create compensating changes to the sensible and longwave surface
heat fluxes.

Reducing evaporation causes a reduction in AHTTOTAL.
Similar to the simulation with prescribed OHT, the reduced
AHTTOTAL results from compensating changes in AHTMOIST
and AHTDRY (Fig. 3B). Analysis of AHTLvE simplifies the
analysis of changes in AHTTOTAL under reduced evaporation.
Instead of the intricate patterns of compensation between
AHTMOIST and AHTDRY , changes in AHT are due entirely to a
reduction in AHTLvE that smoothly varies from the equator to the
pole with a single peak in each hemisphere (green line in Fig. 3D).
The changes in AHTSENS and AHTRAD both counteract those
in AHTLvE . This is because the reduction in evaporation is
compensated for by increases in the upward sensible and net
radiative fluxes to balance the surface energy budget. Since these
compensations are largest in the tropics, they result in poleward
AHTSENS and AHTRAD.

The roles of evaporation in different regions can also be
probed by additional experiments where evaporation is reduced
only in the tropics (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 B, E, and H) or the
extratropics (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 C, F, and I) separately. When
evaporation is reduced only in the tropics, there is a global
reduction in AHTTOTAL driven by a change in AHTLvE . The
change in AHTTOTAL is similar to that of the global reduction in
evaporation but with a sharp decrease in AHTLvE at 30◦, which
is compensated by AHTSENS and AHTRAD. This sharp decrease
at 30◦ is likely a result of the sharp boundary created between the
region with reduced evaporation and the region without. When
evaporation is only reduced in the extratropics, there are small
decreases in AHTTOTAL due to increases in AHTLvE (associated
with a stronger evaporation gradient across 30◦) being compen-
sated by decreases in AHTSENS and AHTRAD. Poleward of 50◦,
decreases in AHTTOTAL closely match decreased AHTLvE , which
suggest that a portion of AHTTOTAL into the high latitudes
is governed by extratropical evaporation. An interesting result
of these experiments is that reductions in tropical evaporation
alone nearly replicate the changes in AHTTOTAL seen in the
experiment with global evaporation reduction (c.f. the black
lines in SI Appendix, Fig. S5 G and H), since the heat transport
at the subtropical boundary transports latent heating from the
Hadley cell further poleward (8, 26). In contrast, changes in
extratropical evaporation have little consequence for tropical
AHTTOTAL because of the compensation of AHTSENS and
AHTRAD in the tropics in that experiment. The exact nature of
this compensation at the subtropical boundary remains a topic for
future study.

A more extreme example of reduced evaporation resulting
in reduced AHTTOTAL comes from “Snowball Earth,” e.g.,
Neoproterozoic climate states where ice covered the entirety of
Earth’s surface (39). We compare two aquaplanet simulations
meant to simulate Neoproterozoic conditions, one which has only
small ice caps and one which becomes an ice-covered snowball
earth.§ The simulation with icecaps has AHT similar to present
day (Fig. 3E), while in the snowball earth conditions, AHTTOTAL
decreases drastically (Fig. 3F ), as previously noted by refs. 40–42.
The increased surface albedo of the snowball climate reflects more
energy, leaving less for the surface fluxes (SI Appendix, Fig. S6),
and as a consequence, AHTLvE decreases to about a tenth of its
previous value. The small remaining AHTTOTAL comes almost
entirely from AHTSENS. These results support our hypothesis;
by greatly reducing the strength of the evaporation, AHTTOTAL
can no longer be maintained and thus greatly decreases. This
happens despite the increase in baroclinicity seen in snowball

§Originally reported in ref. 30; see Materials and Methods for further details. The surface
temperature and ice cover are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S6A.
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A B

C D

E F

Fig. 3. Differences (e.g., the difference between the perturbed climate and the control shown in Fig. 2 A and C) in implied heat transports for the Aquaplanet
with a subtropical Ocean Heat Transport applied experiment (A and C) with halved evaporation coefficient (B and D), showing the moist, dry decomposition and
AHTLv P (A and B), and the MSE decomposition (C and D). The control Neoproterozoic heat transport (E) and the Snowball Neoproterozoic (F ) from ref. 30 are
also shown; see Materials and Methods for details.

earth climates (42), demonstrating the importance of the energy
added by evaporation to maintaining AHTTOTAL. While the
snowball earth represents a climate state where the sensible fluxes
are the dominant mechanism maintaining the AHT, the large
decline in AHT compared to the control climate is due to the
large decrease in evaporation.

D. The Atmospheric Heat Transport Response to CO2 Is
Mediated through Evaporation. Doubling CO2 in the gray
radiation aquaplanet model creates compensating AHTMOIST
and AHTDRY responses in the tropics (Fig. 4A). The AHTDRY is
dominated by AHTLvP (Fig. 4A) however, so the compensation
in the moist and dry components comes mostly from changes

PNAS 2023 Vol. 120 No. 25 e2217202120 https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2217202120 7 of 10
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A B

C D

Fig. 4. Differences in implied heat transports for the gray radiation aquaplanet response to doubling CO2, (A and C), and the CAM4 slab ocean response to
doubling CO2 (B and D), showing the moist, dry decomposition and AHTLv P (A and B), and the MSE decomposition (C and D). The CAM4 control heating rates
and implied heat transports are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S2. Note that AHTDRY is not visible in A because it is covered by AHTLv P , which matches it closely.

in condensation. The total AHTTOTAL increases poleward, and
this increase is due almost entirely to AHTLvE with changes
in AHTSENS and AHTRAD largely canceling (Fig. 4C ). The
changes in evaporation are largest in the tropics because of
the Clausius–Clapeyron effect strengthening the equator-to-
pole evaporation gradient. That is, AHTTOTAL changes can
be understood simply in terms of meridional gradients in
evaporation as the climate warms, despite the complexity of com-
pensations between AHTMOIST and AHTDRY . The enhanced
evaporation is balanced by increased longwave cooling; however,
since the longwave cooling has small meridional gradients,
there is a large resulting AHTLvE transport to restore energetic
balance.

Next, we compare these results to a fully parameterized
atmospheric model attached to a slab ocean (CAM4¶). The
AHTTOTAL displays large compensations between AHTMOIST
and AHTDRY Fig. 4B; similar results for slab ocean models were
found in ref. 19. The compensating changes in AHTDRY and
AHTMOIST result from enhanced precipitation moderating the
tradeoff between AHTMOIST and AHTDRY , with the changes in
the latter dominated by AHTLvP . In the framework introduced in
this paper, AHTTOTAL is largely dominated by AHTLvE , which
removes the compensation between AHTMOIST and AHTLvP .
Unlike the gray radiation aquaplanet, the response to CO2
doubling in CAM4 has a large hemispheric asymmetry, with a

¶Originally reported in ref. 43; see Materials and Methods for details. The climatology is
shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S7.

small increase in northward transport across the equator. This is
caused by the change in surface shortwave flux over the Southern
Ocean associated with cloud feedbacks operating in the CAM4
model, but not in the gray radiation model (SI Appendix, Fig.
S8). Although the causes of evaporation differ between the gray
radiation aquaplanet and CAM4, the response of AHTTOTAL is
largely caused by AHTLvE in both models.

Discussion and Conclusions

Our results show that the heat transport of the atmosphere is
largely governed by the meridional distribution of surface evapo-
ration in modern-day Earth-like climates. There are several simple
perspectives that can explain why this is. From the perspective
of Eq. 6, evaporation governs AHT because the dominant terms
in the energy budget are evaporation and radiative cooling, and
since the meridional gradient of evaporation is much larger than
the meridional gradients of radiative cooling, atmospheric heat
transport is largely in balance with evaporation. From an atmo-
spheric transport perspective, evaporation governs AHT because
the AHTLvE combines the contributions of moisture transport
and condensation (AHTMOIST + AHTLvP = AHTLvE ). This
can be explained following an air parcel that starts in the
boundary layer. The parcel will gain MSE from evaporation in
the boundary layer, initially as water vapor. As the parcel travels
through the atmosphere, this water vapor will be condensed,
converting water vapor to DSE, which is eventually removed by
radiative cooling. The initial transport of water vapor corresponds
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to AHTMOIST, the transport of DSE from condensation to
AHTLvP , and the total transport of MSE governed by evaporation
to AHTLvE .

From an atmospheric energy flow perspective, evaporation
governs AHT because of the distribution of shortwave absorption
in the climate system. The climate system absorbs shortwave
radiation and emits longwave radiation. The combined AHT
and OHT are set by meridional gradients in radiation at the
Top of the atmosphere, but the partitioning between AHT and
OHT is set by the surface energy budget. Globally, much of
the shortwave energy is absorbed at the surface, but since most
of the thermal radiation emitted at the top of the atmosphere
originates from the atmosphere, most of the energy absorbed at
the surface has to be transferred back to the atmosphere (24).
Evaporation is one of the primary mechanisms for doing this,
and since the Clausius–Clapeyron relation depends strongly on
temperature, it has strong meridional gradients, which need to be
balanced by AHT. This perspective is distinct from considering
the total heat transport which is determined by the top of
atmosphere radiation gradients, which are largely governed by the
shortwave absorption, with minor compensations from gradients
in outgoing longwave radiation (SI Appendix, Fig. S1C). The
difference between the two is explained by surface absorption,
which effectively converts shortwave energy into atmospheric
latent energy via evaporation. In other words, evaporation
governs AHT in modern-day climates because the surface absorbs
more shortwave energy than the atmosphere and transfers that
energy to the atmosphere as latent heat.

It is interesting to note that in the atmosphere, the implied
AHT from shortwave absorption largely cancels with the implied
AHT from longwave cooling (SI Appendix, Fig. S1D, equivalent
to noting that the gradients in QRAD in Fig. 1C are small). Note
that this is separate from considering the Top of atmosphere
radiation gradients, which do not include this cancellation,
SI Appendix, Fig. S1C). It is not obviously clear to us why
this is the case; however, it is true not just of a single model
or present-day observations, but true of a large array of models
and perturbed climate experiments. Delving into this problem
will likely uncover interesting new perspectives on atmospheric
energetics.

Our analysis presents a contrasting perspective to the tradi-
tional perspective that AHTTOTAL can be understood as the
small residual between compensating AHTMOIST and AHTDRY
transports resulting from different gradients in surface moisture
and temperature (19, 44, 45), which roughly corresponds to
the moist and dry perspective considered here. In particular,
Held and Soden (19) show calculations similar to Fig. 4B and
include the compensation between AHTDRY and AHTMOIST as
an explicit parameter in their theory of AHT. We argue here that
the compensation between AHTMOIST and AHTDRY—both in
the climatological meridional distribution and in changes under
climate forcing—is a consequence of precipitation mediating the
hand-off between AHTMOIST and AHTDRY with no impact on
AHTTOTAL. The perspective obtained using AHTLvE is more
useful for understanding AHTTOTAL since it accounts for this
hand-off; however, it does so at the expense of the ability to
diagnose changes to AHTMOIST alone, which is important for
hydroclimate. We stress that this perspective does not make
the traditional perspective incorrect but instead gives additional
physical insight into the processes that govern atmospheric heat
transport.

An interesting question to ask is whether the main result in
this paper, that AHTTOTAL is mostly determined by AHTLvE ,
would hold for climates different from modern-day Earth-like

conditions. For small climate perturbations, the changes in
evaporation and other terms in the energy budget are relatively
small, with global evaporation changing at a rate of 2 to 3% per
degree of global warming (46), and so AHTLvE will dominate
AHTTOTAL in these climate states. This includes future global
warming scenarios (46), past warm paleoclimates such as the
Pliocene (47), and past cold paleoclimates such as the Last
Glacial Maximum (48). This range of applicability means that the
perspective outlined in this paper will be useful for interpreting
changes in AHT between modern-day Earth and the recent past
and near future.

In the experiments shown here, there is a compensation
between changes in AHTLvE and the dry processes AHTSENS
and AHTRAD (e.g., the evaporation reduction experiments
Fig. 3D and SI Appendix, Fig. S5), which act to reduce the
changes in AHTTOTAL from what would be expected through
AHTLvE changes alone. This is an important observation because
it explains why AHTTOTAL does not match the evaporation
changes in the reduced evaporation experiment, particularly in
the tropics in the reduced extratropical evaporation experiment.
However, this compensation cannot continue indefinitely; in
the Snowball Earth experiments, the changes in AHTSENS and
AHTRAD are not able to match the changes from AHTLvE ,
and there is a large decrease in AHTTOTAL, since the absorbed
shortwave radiation also greatly decreases. These observations
represent one of the key limitations of our theory: in most
climate perturbations, evaporation is not the only term in the
surface energy budget that changes, which has the potential for
compensating changes from dry processes. Studying the surface
energy balance and AHT in climate states where evaporation is
artificially depressed, or where evaporation is so limited that the
heat transport is driven by sensible and radiative processes, are
interesting topics for the future and may shed further light on the
physics behind the dominant energy balance in the atmosphere
of modern-day Earth.

Materials and Methods

The following datasets are used in this study:

1. The ERA5 reanalysis is created by taking a high-resolution forecasting model
(nominal 31-km resolution), which is constrained using observations with
a 12-h 4D-Var ensemble data assimilation (4). Here, we use data from
1979 to 2020. Since the reanalysis does not conserve water vapor or
DSE, we remove a global mean of 0.83 W/m2 from QMOIST and 4.57
W/m2 from QDRY. The data are available from the ECMWF, e.g., https://
cds.climate.copernicus.eu/#!/search?text=ERA5&type=dataset.

2. The Gray radiation aquaplanet is a spectral dynamic core, run at T42 resolution
with 30 vertical levels, with several physical parameterizations, a “2+1”
gray radiation scheme that includes a water vapor window and global CO2
concentration parameter, a water vapor tracer that undergoes grid-scale
condensation and subgrid-scale condensation, a boundary layer scheme
with bulk surface fluxes (29). At the surface, there is a 10-m slab ocean
surface, which does not move water but has prognostic temperatures. There
is no land, sea ice, or clouds in the model. The model is run with a seasonal
cycle. In the default configuration, the model is run with 370 ppm CO2. The
model is run with the “heat tagging” method of ref. 26. The data are available
from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6626557.

3. The Northwestland is a very similar model to the gray radiation aquaplanet,
but differs in two important ways: First, the radiation scheme is the
default gray radiation scheme described in ref. 29, and second, it includes
a land surface in the northwest quadrant; see ref. 31 for details. The
control simulation without the land surface is shown in SI Appendix,
Fig. S2, for comparison to Fig. 2. The data are available from https:
//datadryad.org/stash/dataset/doi:10.6078/D1399Q.
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4. The NCAR CAM4 atmospheric model has a horizontal resolution of
0.9 × 1.25◦ and 26 vertical levels and has full radiation, deep and
shallow convection, boundary layer, and cloud parameterizations. The
configurations used here are coupled to a slab ocean forced with a
spatially heterogeneous monthly climatology of ocean heat flux convergence
derived from a fully coupled preindustrial control simulation, see ref.
43 for further details. The AHT in the control simulation in shown in SI
Appendix, Fig. S5, for comparison to Fig. 1. The data are available from
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3735441.

5. The Neoproterozoic Aquaplanet simulations use the ICON-A Climate model,
run in a slab aquaplanet configuration with a nominal horizontal resolution
of 160 km and a solar constant of 1,285 W/m2 to represent the weaker
Neoproterozoic sun; see ref. 30 for further details. The control and Snowball
Earth simulations corresponds to the “Winton” sea ice model simulations with
3,000 ppmv and 1,875 ppmv CO2 simulations, respectively. For reference,
SI Appendix, Fig. S4A shows the control and snowball surface temperature
and sea ice fields. The data are available from https://gitlab.phaidra.org/
climate/hoerner-seaice-james-2022.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. Gray Radiation Model Out-
put data have been deposited in Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
6626557) (49).
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